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I. Introduction 

The words such as nostalgia, homesickness, melancholy, sentimentality and loss are familiar for a man called 

human being and known for being emotional, sentimental and replete with feelings. All of us have experienced 

these feelings through our life long. It is an internal sweet sadness for something, someone, and some special 

moment which is past but craves in depth of our mind to arise our emotions which is now called nostalgia. But 

what does it mean? How does it define? and what is the root of this word? We call nostalgia Homeric word 

because as John J. Sue believes: Homer’s first image of Odysseus is seeing him sitting alone on the island of 

Ogygia, weeping, pining for his beloved Ithaca. Despite offers by the goddess Calypso to take him as a spouse 

and grant him immortality, Odysseus desires nothing more than to return to the place of his birth – even after 

Calypso foretells of the hardships he must bear before reaching his home he persists to come back home. (Sue: 

1) 

Svetlana Boym in his book The Future of Nostalgia: Basic Books published in 2002 says that: 

The word nostalgia means yearning for past has its root in Greek. It comprises 2 parts νόστος (nóstos), 

meaning "homecoming"(a Homeric word), and ἄλγος (álgos), meaning "pain, ache", the word was 

coined by the ambitious Swiss doctor Johannes Hofer in his medical dissertation in 1688 which defined 

it: the sad mood originating from the desire for return to one's native land."' (Hofer also suggested 

nosomania and philopatridomania to describe the same symptoms; the former accepted and the latter 

failed to enter common parlance. (Boym: 20)  

II. Discussion 

Most of us think that this word belongs to poetry and politics but in fact it was first used in medicine in 

seventeenth century for freedom-loving students from the Republic of Berne studying in Basel, domestic help 

and servants working in France and Germany and Swiss soldiers fighting abroad. (Boym: 20) but step by step 

and by the passage of time, the word nostalgia developed in Romantic era and the word became an integral part 

of humanity, psychology, philosophy and literature because the romantic poetry interprets with emotions and 

feelings. As some critics believe: for better or worse, Romanticism and nostalgia are so frequently associated as 

to be nearly synonymous (Chandler: 195). Nostalgia, writes one critic of postmodernity, “exiles us from the 

present as it brings the imagined past near”(Chandler:195). One of those poets that talks about nostalgia and 

brings the imagined past near is Wordsworth. He was known as one of the most important poets of the Romantic 

period who introduced Romantic Movement to English literature and called poetry science of feeling and 

emotions. He was born in Cockermouth in West Cumberland in 1770. When he was eight, his mother died and 

at the age of thirteen his father passed away and left him alone. During the French revolution he was supporter 
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of French revolution that he called it glorious renovation. He was known as one of the most important poets of 

the romantic period because he had a deep sense of love for nature that influenced him and his works. 

One of his main works is Lyrical Ballads that was published in 1798. This short volume opened with 

Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner and closed with Wordsworth’s great descriptive and meditative poem in blank 

verse, Tintern Abbey. This poem inaugurated what modern critics call Wordsworth’s myth’s of nature; his 

presentation of the growth of his mind to maturity, a process unfolding through the interaction between the inner 

world of the mind and shaping force of external nature.(Abrams:244) 

As a poet of the Romantic period, he was a lonesome character; he had a good relationship with his sister 

Dorothy. Actually, she was his close and best friend so in the poem Tintern Abbey, we can feel this relationship 

full heartedly. 

The poem Tintern Abbey is about man, nature, imagination and the birth of poetry. The story was back to 1793 

when Wordsworth with his sister Dorothy and his friend Robert Jones went for excursion on Wye River in 

Tintern Abbey. In fact, Tintern Abbey is located in the southern Welsh county of Monmouthshire, The poem is 

of particular interest in that Wordsworth's descriptions of the banks of the River Wye outline his general 

philosophies on nature. 

This poem depicts the sense of nostalgia of the poet. It is believed that these feelings came from nature and 

recalled him five years that passed, so passage of time reminded him the days he’d had with his friend Jones and 

his sister Dorothy. As in dictionary of Merriam Webster, nostalgia defined as pleasure and sadness which is 

caused by remembering something from the past and wishing that you can experience it again, and describe it as 

the state of being homesick or maybe a wistful or excessively sentimental yearning to return to or of some past 

period or irrecoverable condition. This poem arises nostalgia because it talks about the years which were past 

those Five years and those five summers and the poet wish to come back to those days because those days gave 

him serenity, tranquility and calmness.  

As a theologian and a philosopher Ralph Harper (1966) believes nostalgia combines bitterness and sweetness, 

the lost and the found, the far and the near, the new and the familiar, absence and presence. The past which is 

over and gone, from which we have been or are being removed, by some magic becomes present again for a 

short while. But realness seems even more familiar, because renewed, than it ever was, more enchanting and 

more loving. (Wilson: 23) 

Therefore, as it has been said, the poem is about man and natural world and the past memory, the speaker of the 

poem which is the poet himself talks about the scene that he has not seen for five years: 

Five years have passed; five summers, with the length 
 

Of five long winters! and again I hear 
 

These waters, rolling from their mountain-springs 
 

With a sweet inland murmur 
 

The scenery gives him a sense of sadness and sweetness, sadness when he talks about the long hot summers 

which has passed and it is not present now so looking to the world around and looking to the nature shows that 

the poet is thinking about the past and the passage of time, but when he talks and thinks about length of this 

passage, he feels a sense of nostalgia, loneliness and sadness but recalling those days gives him happiness 

because it is craved in his mind and now he is able to think about those days after so many years. 

Once again 
 

Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs, 
 

Step by step, he comes back to the present time and tells us that once again he experiences the previous days and 

previous nature. Indeed, he always talks about nature; the nature in his poems is active, alive and show 

spontaneity. 

The landscape with the quiet of the sky. 

From the beginning till ending, he talks about nature, and we can see sign of nature in his poem line by line, and 

he says that air with bird is better than calm sky, because he believes that bird is a sign of nature, and he is 

trying to compare urbane life with city life, so he himself prefers to live in nature and in rural city, for he feels 

God in that area better.  

In conclusion Tim Wildschut defined nostalgia as equated with homesickness. In the 17th and 18th centuries 

Nostalgia was regarded as a medical disease confined to the Swiss doctor John Hoffer, a view that persisted 

through most of the 19th century symptoms including bouts of weeping, irregular heartbeat, and anorexia. By 

the beginning of the 20th century, nostalgia was considered as a psychiatric disorder; symptoms included 

anxiety, sadness, and insomnia. By the mid-20th century, psychodynamic approaches considered nostalgia a 

subconscious desire to return to an earlier life stage. Soon thereafter, nostalgia was downgraded to a variant of 

depression, marked by loss and grief, though still equated with homesickness. By the late 20th century, there 

were compelling reasons for nostalgia and homesickness to finally part ways.(Wildschut: 1) 
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III. Conclusion 

Thus, we can say that William Wordsworth had a close relationship with nature and natural life. Nature had a 

very important function for him, and it had a very important role both in his life and in his poems. If we study 

his life specially his childhood, we will come to this conclusion that in his childhood he spent most of his life in 

nature and in natural areas and countryside. Consequently, he was affected by nature, nature as a source of 

happiness, life and purity which have much impact on him. He worships nature as the representation of God, 

and he believes that nature is the great friend of human being because it is the cause of happiness. Most of his 

poems are about nature but he doesn’t describe nature by itself which means that his poems are not just about 

nature. In fact, he is affected by nature, and he started his poems with the description of nature than expression 

of his particular ideas. He had different ideas that represented his philosophical ideas in his poems but each 

poem starts with description of nature. Most of his poems are descriptive and meditative such as the one that we 

talked about before.  Tintern Abbey as the last poem of Lyrical ballad is a poem which was written in five parts, 

and in 160 lines. It was written in blank verse which comprised verse paragraph rather than stanza. It is also 

unrhymed iambic pentameter and also written in the form of monologue. Wordsworth is the only speaker of the 

poem and he shows his ideas toward nature. The nature is the cause of inspiration for him. This nature that he is 

talking about gives him a sense of tranquility, peace and happiness. In this poem, he talks about remembrance of 

the things past. He has a nostalgic sense about his past life. As in some of his great poems, he refers to his 

childhood, to his past life and in fact, he has a very good description of the past. Whenever he remembers his 

past life, he is depressed about it because he believes that he can’t return to those beautiful years in real life, but 

in most cases at the end of his poems he concludes that the only way thorough which a poet can return to his 

past life is thorough the imagination. In real life, you cannot come back to past but with the help of imagination, 

you can travel to past; Thinking about past gives you a sense of nostalgia.  

Finally, we can say that Romanticism and nostalgia are so frequently associated as to be nearly synonymous. An 

influential account of Romantic thought across Europe once characterized the movement by its “nostalgia for 

the natural object, expanding to become nostalgic for the origin of this object,” and the longing for nature is but 

one of many returns associated with the period. These include, in addition, the retrieval of romance modes, the 

renewed interest or imaginative investment in national and cultural pasts, the turn from polite culture to the 

“very language of men” – at times conjoined with a full-scale retreat from the anonymity of print culture and its 

potentially hostile public – and the reanimation of oral cultures and orality, even when, or perhaps especially 

when, the bards were inauthentic and technologically mediated. (Mclane: 195) 

Susan Stewart thus writes that nostalgia testifies to “a longing that of necessity is inauthentic . . . because the 

past it seeks has never existed except in narrative.” The nostalgic, she writes, “Is enamored of distance, not of 

the referent itself.” Nostalgia, writes one critic of postmodernist, “exiles us from the present as it brings the 

imagined past near”; another, Fredric Jameson, argues that nostalgia, so construed, is “an elaborated symptom of 

the waning of our historicity, of our lived possibility of experiencing history in some active way.” (Mclane: 195) 
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